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By AbleOwl
 ` EXCEL AUTOMATION PROJECT  

   

Work done for  

Alrick Healthcare 

Summary 

Alrick Healthcare previously 

had a long-winded way of 

generating quotes for 

customers. In addition to 

automating the process, they 

wanted to make the quotes 

accessible to a number of staff 

located in different parts of the 

country.  

Price range of work done 

US$10,000-20,000. 

 

Video 

  Play video version of 

this article 

The video is mp4 format. 

 

“The quote tool has automated 

a manual process that took a 

staff member 15 minutes to 

complete, but which now takes 

2.5 to 5 minutes max to 

complete.” Rick Mansley, 

Director, Alrick Healthcare 

Quotes with data stored in cloud 

  Play video version of this article 

 

Alrick Healthcare manufacture and supply high-

quality medical and healthcare equipment to 

individuals and institutions.  

 

 

Website http://www.ableowl.net/ 

Email info@ableowl.com 

Phone USA +(1) 310-917-1027 

 Australia +(61) 3 8400 4580 

+(61) 2 8038 5084 

 New Zealand +(64) 7 854 9276 

Excel custom applications, presenter-led courses, 

webinar recordings on 60 one-hour topics, 

Knowledge Base, hotline support and the study and 

qualification Certified Professional in Excel for 

Finance. 
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Quotes with data stored in cloud 
The solution uses an Excel front-end with data stored in a back-end SQL Server database located in the Microsoft 

Azure cloud. 

The end result is a PDF for 

sending to prospects 

The end result is a PDF, such as that shown below, that lists products quoted for 

with photos, prices and amounts. At the click of a button, the application creates an 

email ready to send with the PDF attached. 

 

 

 

Product images appear 

instantly 

The user completes entries in a dialog box as shown below. When the user selects a 

product, the dialog box instantly displays the photo of the product. The connection 

between Excel and SQL Server is very fast.  
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A product image appears instantly on selecting a product. 

A dialog box page lists the 

items selected and also 

shows the margin 

The user builds up the list of items to include in the quote as shown on the 

ItemsList dialog box page below. The page also shows the margin. When the quote 

is complete, the user creates the PDF and opens an email ready to send in Outlook. 

 

The list of selected items displays a total and a margin. 

SQL Server in the Microsoft 

Azure cloud costs little 

SQL Server in this application is in the Microsoft Azure cloud. The cost for renting 

such is minimal (less than $20/month).  
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A logon and password 

controls who can see what 

Access to the data is controlled by a logon and password. Different users have 

different levels of access: salespeople see only their own quotes while managers 

can see all quotes. 

See a list of orders and 

easily sort it 

There is a list of orders such as below. To sort by a certain column, click the column 

title. To reverse the sort order, click again. 

 

You can filter the list too You can also filter by typing into the Search box. The dialog box filters to display 

only those lines that contain the entry typed. The match can be in any column. 

 

A mechanism allows a 

salesperson to request a 

special price from a 

manager 

Sometimes, a salesperson wants to offer a special price. To do so, he clicks a certain 

button that sends an email to a manager for approval. The manager can open the 

quote, decline or approve the request, make any changes, and click a button to 

send an email to the salesperson. There is also a dialog box that lists all such 

requests. 

An admin user can make all 

changes required in Excel 

An admin user can make all changes to products, prices and product images from 

Excel; there is no need to work in SQL Server Manager at all. 

Data can easily be extracted 

to Excel for sales 

performance reports 

Data can easily be extracted from SQL Server to Excel to create various reports on 

sales performance. Quotes and other data can automatically be loaded into the 

company CRM application. 
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Excel provides a high-

quality, low-cost, robust, 

web-based, long-term 

solution 

Salient points to make about the application are: 

 The use of SQL Server in the Microsoft Azure cloud makes the 

application readily available from any location. 

 A logon and password restricts who has access to what. 

 Excel is great at combining photos, graphics and other entries to create 

professional-looking PDFs.  

 Excel tightly integrates with Outlook for generating emails. 

 Unlike browser-based applications, Excel responds instantly, which 

enables rapid quote generation. 

 The rich functionality provided by Excel means that, in expert hands, 

high quality custom applications can be created rapidly at a fraction of 

the cost of that in alternative software. 

 The stable Excel platform provides a long-term solution, with minimal 

maintenance costs, in which internal non-IT specialists retain some 

control. 

Rick Mansley says “a 

process of 15 minutes to 

create a quote has been 

reduced to 2.5 to 5 minutes 

max”. 

Rick Mansley, Director, of Alrick Healthcare, says:  

“The quote tool has automated a manual process that took a staff member 15 

minutes to complete, but which now takes 2.5 to 5 minutes max to complete.” 

“The quote tool is so easy to use that instead of only two customer support staff 

looking after every quote, now everyone can produce their own quotes.” 

“AbleOwl have been great to work with. They have supported us with any issue 

almost instantly.” 
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